
take two kindred spirits, a myriad of sensory experiences absorbed from travels to countries near
and far, throw in a realisation that good gin can be enjoyed equally as well outside under the stars
as it can at the bar, and you have the birth of Campfire Gin.
in 2014, Kate and Ben Marston began their winding journey into the world of gin culminating in
the opening of puddingstone distillery, Hertfordshire’s first gin distillery, on 11 november 2016.

this dedicated duo has forged a reputation for producing classic award-winning gin styles with a
contemporary twist. flanked by their two stills, isabella and amelia, named after great female
adventurers and a small “Campfire Crew”, the team are currently working on a number of unique
collaborations and exceptional new product lines. this is their spirit, the spirit of the outdoors.
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Pitching camp on the boundary between classic and contemporary styles,
this premium gin leads with an orange/juniper nose, leading to a rich berry
middle and smooth sweet finish. Ten carefully selected botanicals including
Macedonian juniper, Peruvian golden berry, sweet orange zest and British
coriander are macerated in the finest UK wheat alcohol then removed from
the still prior to distillation.

A great all rounder, but really excels neat over ice, in a G&T with an orange
twist. It’s our “go to’ for a simple yet classic martini.

Campfire London dry Gin 
London

Dry
Gin

42%

Using the same botanicals as our London Dry, albeit with different ratios
and treatments, this gin is distilled then rested in ex-bourbon casks,
specifically chosen for the golden hue and complex colours they add
during the aging process. Subtle notes of bourbon, caramel, vanilla and
oak are underpinned by the signature characteristics of Campfire Gin,
making for a multi layered flavour and aroma experience.

Surprisingly flexible, this should be treated like a gin or light bourbon…it’s
a confused spirit! Simple G&T’s benefit from orange zest or caramelised
grapefruit garnish. Offers up an amazing twist to the Negroni or just
enjoy it neat over ice.

Campfire Cask aged Gin 
Cask
Aged
Gin

43%

Don’t be scared! This can only be describe as deceptively smooth. After
taking an increased amount of our core London Dry Gin botanicals, they
are cut, bruised and crushed to extract more flavour and aroma. The
result is a big juniper led profile that coats the palate, balancing out that
big dose of alcohol.

For the lovers of a bold G&T or a gin based cocktail where you really can
taste the gin. Pairs sublimely with Fever Tree Aromatic Tonic and a
orange zest or fresh rosemary garnish.
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2017 american distilling institutes Craft spirits award Bronze Medal
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